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ABSTRACT
Reading comprehension provides insightful information on how
people read, analyse, and understand text content in various content
domains as well as different types of reading behaviors, such as
sequential reading, skimming, scanning, or proof reading. In NTCIR-
16, the Reading Comprehension in Information Retrieval (RCIR)
task provides opportunity for researchers to explore approaches to
evaluate comprehension levels of individuals on texts with multi-
modal signals, especially with eye-tracking data, and to rank text
content in an information retrieval (IR) process with the integration
of text comprehension-evidence. Our HCMUS team participate
in the Comprehension-evaluation sub-Task (CET) of RCIR task
in NTCIR-16. We follow the feature processing and engineering
strategy, and adopt different techniques, such as BERT, PCA, and
AutoML, to generate output results for this task. Our best approach
achieves the Spearman’s correlation coefficient of 0.50846.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Reading comprehension of information in text form is a new chal-
lenging and interesting field of research, and needs to be explored
by scientists. There are various exciting problems related to read-
ing comprehension, such as sorting texts based on their compre-
hension levels, ranking texts in various topics by integrating text
comprehension-evidence into the IR process, etc.

Reading Comprehension in Information Retrieval (RCIR [12]) is
organized in the NTCIR-16 data challenge as pioneering research
on reading comprehension. This pilot task focuses on personalized
retrieval techniques that can take advantage of useful information
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from eye-tracking to ranking text content. In the RCIR dataset, each
experimental participant reads several pieces of text and answers
3 multiple choice questions to determine their comprehension of
the text. Data are captured from multi-modal sensors to monitor
experimental participants in different types of reading behaviors, i.e.
reading conditions, including sequential reading or skimming
the text to capture as much information as possible, scanning
through the text to look for a requested information, or proof-
reading the text to evaluate the number of syntactical or spelling
errors.

Participating teams in the RCIR task are expected to propose
and develop solutions to utilize multi-modal signals (e.g. eye track-
ing, screenshots, etc) in the retrieval process in three sub-tasks.
The Comprehension-evaluation sub-task (CET) aims to sort texts
based on comprehension levels, while the Comprehension-based
Retrieval sub-task (CRT) aims to rank texts by integrating text
comprehension-evidence into the IR process. The improvisation
ideas to explore the RCIR dataset are encouraged for the Insights
(IT) sub-task.

In the RCIR task, HCMUS team participated in the first subtask
(CET). Our team’s goal is to explore and evaluate various common
techniques for addressing the CET problem. We define the common
pipeline and strategy for our proposed solutions. Specifically, we
first apply data pre-processing techniques to normalize the val-
ues of the attributes, or use PCA to reduce the dimensionality of
data, as well as select meaningful attributes for information rep-
resentation. Next, we propose some hand-crafted features or use
BERT[5] to encode information of text document in English texts,
and propose several representations for the feature vectors. Finally,
we use different machine learning techniques to compute the final
results, namely Multilayer perceptron (MLP), Random Forest[4],
AutoML[8].

Our team propose three methods to realize our strategy, which
are presented in Sections 5, 6, and 4. For each particular method,
we consider different configurations and evaluate them on the
validation set to choose the prominent settings for our official
submission. Our best score with the second method achieves the
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient metric of 0.50846 on the
official private test set.
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The content of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
briefly present existing work related to the RCIR task and solution.
In Sections 5, 6, and 4, we present our three methods to solve the
CET sub-task of RCIR task. Experimental results are in Section 7.
Finally, the conclusion is in Section 8.

2 RELATEDWORK

Studying eyemovements in reading can provide helpful information
about readers and documents. As early as 1998, Rayner presents
a study on 20 years of research on eye movements in reading and
information processing [15]. Furthermore, eye movements can also
provide clues to analyze human behaviors and perception in reading,
scene perception, and visual search [16].

Because there can be a noticeable difference in eye movement
between skillful and novice readers, it is possible to estimate the
language skills of a reader by analyzing eye movement while read-
ing English documents, as in work by Yoshimura et al. [20]. The
experiments with 11 persons and 10 documents show that the au-
thors can determine the English proficiency level of a person with
the accuracy of 90.9% based on their eye movement information.

We can also use the eye gaze to predict a reader’s understanding
of the content of a document [18]. Experiments are performed with
17 subjects reading 19 documents for a total of 323 recordings. The
authors prove that a reader’s understanding can be determined
more accurately by using eye gaze than by answering questions.

Gaze behavior can also be used to predict reading comprehension
[2]. In this work, Ahn et al. conduct the experiments with 95 people
reading 4 published SAT passages. Tge prediction can be generalized
successfully to fixations on new passages from the same readers, and
should be further studied to fixations from new readers. Therefore,
we think that it would be more appropriate to develop personalized
models to adapt to readers’ characteristics.

3 COMMON PIPELINE AND STRATEGY
3.1 Common Pipeline

To address the problem in CET sub-task, we analyze all data from the
nine volunteers. Each volunteer read 96 texts in 4 different reading
conditions, namely sequential reading, skimming, scanning, and
proofreading. When a reader read text content, we are provided
two main groups of information: eye movement and text data. The
eye movement measurements are captured from an eye tracker
system while the experimental participant was reading text content.
The text data includes the text content together with associated
question and answer options that were used to evaluate the reading
comprehension of a reader on the text content.

Pre-
processing

Feature 
Representation

ML-based 
Evaluation

Figure 1: Overview of our proposed pipeline

As mentioned in Section 1, we define our common pipeline
and strategy as a guidance to propose different solutions for the
CET sub-task, which are realized into three particular methods. In
this section and the following two sections, we present our three
concrete methods following our defined strategy and pipeline.

There are three main phases in our proposed pipeline, as illus-
trated in Figure 1, including Pre-processing, Feature Representation,
and ML-based Evaluation. The first phase is to normalize data, re-
duce dimensionality, and select meaningful attributes for the data.
The second phase is to propose different feature representations
for data, and the last phase is to predict the final result with an
appropriate ML-based model for a given input feature vector.

3.2 Common Strategy as Guidance for Our
proposed Methods

As the nature of this CET sub-task is how to efficiently exploit
valuable information from data captured from multi-modal sensors
during the process of human reading text in various reading con-
ditions, we first explore the given data in the RCIR dataset. The
data contains 307 original fields/attributes in total. It includes topic
ID, text ID, total words of the content, and time reading of par-
ticipants as well as the score of the tests. Besides, it also includes
eye-tracking data. We can easily identify eye-tracking data fields
because they have uppercase prefixes. Moreover, they can be clas-
sified into several groups. Each group has the same prefix name
and has 11 fields corresponding to 11 bins and some other individ-
ual fields. Bins fields are named with the lowercase infix "_bin_".
In summary, a bin field name in any of these groups has the syn-
tax "<GROUP_NAME>_bin_<index>" where <GROUP_NAME>
is the name of the group in uppercase, and <index> is indexed
from 0 to 10.

In the Pre-processing phase, we normalize the field values to
the range [−1, 1] or [0, 1], and we apply PCA[13] to reduce the
dimensionality of data. For each of our three proposed methods
presented in the following sections, we present our choice for data
normalization and dimension reduction.

In the Feature Representation, we combine both eye-tracking
data (after the pre-processing phase) and text data, including text
content and question-answer content.We use BERT[5] as a common
utility for text content representation. Besides, as presented in detail
in Section 5, we also consider other potential attributes from text
data, such as the number of words that are not common English
words, or the total length of all questions (in character level), etc.
We expect that such extra hand-crafted features may provide more
valuable information for our solution in the CET sub-task.

Finally, to obtain the final result in theML-based Evaluation
phase, we propose to use different ML models, such as Random
Forests[4], Multilayer perceptron (MLP), and AutoML[8]. We also
employ different techniques for training and optimizing ML models,
including Adam [14], SGD [17], Adagrad [7], etc., and several acti-
vation layers, such as ReLU [1], Leaky ReLU, Sigmoid, etc. From our
experiments, the AutoML approaches seem to provide prominent
results, as shown in Section 7.
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4 METHOD 1 - USING ONLY EYE MOVEMENT
DATA AND MULTILAYER PERCEPTRON

In this section, we describe our first method following the proposed
common pipeline in Section 3. In this method, we do not use text
data in the text content and questions/answers but exploit only
data captured from sensors related to experimental participants’
activities in reading, especially the eyes information of participants.
Our goal is to evaluate if we can estimate the level of reading
comprehension only based on eye-tracking data. Our next two
methods utilize both eye-tracking data and text information for the
CET sub-task.

4.1 Pre-processing
We combine the training and testing sets, then normalize them into
range [-1, 1]. We calculate the𝑚𝑎𝑥 value in each field of feature
vectors normalize the 𝑖𝑡ℎ component of the feature vector into range
[−1, 1] by the following formula: 𝑥𝑖

|𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖 | where 𝑥𝑖 is the value at
the 𝑖𝑡ℎ component of each feature vector and𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖 is the maximum
of all values at the 𝑖𝑡ℎ column.

In this first method, we do not reduce the number of dimensions
in data. The dimensionality reduction are adopted in our next two
methods.

4.2 Feature Representation
The feature vector is constructed directly from all normalized
fields in the raw data of the dataset, and most fields are related
to eye-tracking. Observing the data fields for eye-tracking, we ar-
gue whether the fields related to “argmax” and “argmin” can provide
useful information for our solution. Therefore, we consider two
scenarios. We use all data fields of eye-tracking in our first scenario,
and ignore all columns with the suffixes “argmax” and “argmin”
in our second scenario. In our experiments, we observe that with
or without such fields do not have significant difference in results.
Thus in our next two methods, we do not remove fields related to
“argmax” and “argmin”.

4.3 Classification with Multilayer perceptron

Normalized 
Eye Movement 

Fields

Multilayer
Perception

Softmax
layer

Type of
Comprehension 
Level

Figure 2: Overview of classification with Multilayer percep-
tron

We design a multilayer perceptron to train and predict types
of comprehension levels end-to-end (see Figure 2). We try several
architectures manually to figure out the best one. Finally, we get an
architecture as shown in Table 1. Our network contains a Softmax
layer at the last step to predict the type of comprehension levels.

We also try several optimizers, such as Adam [14], SGD [17], Ada-
grad [7], etc., and several activation layers, such as ReLU [1], Leaky
ReLU, Sigmoid, etc. Finally, the Adagrad optimizer and Sigmoid
activation are the best candidates from our experiments.

Table 1: Our Multi layer perceptron architecture

layer_type(input_dim, output_dim)
layer1 Linear(276, 1024)
layer2 BatchNorm(1024, 1024)
layer3 Sigmoid(1024, 1024)
block4 x 3 Linear(1024, 1024)

BatchNorm(1024, 1024)
Sigmoid(1024, 1024)

layer5 Linear(1024, 4)
layer6 Softmax(4,4)

The details implementation and experiments with different con-
figurations are presented in Section 7.1.

5 METHOD 2 - COMBINE BOTH EYE
MOVEMENT AND TEXT DATAWITHOUT
DEEP FEATURE

In this method, we utilize both eye movement and text data, includ-
ing the text content as well as questions and answers related to that
text. However, we only use traditional techniques, not deep learn-
ing methods, to represent data feature and to predict output result.
Particularly, we use PCA in the pre-processing phase to reduce the
number of dimensions, propose several extra hand-crafted features
to represent the complexity of text information, and adopt Random
Forest [4] for reading comprehension evaluation.

5.1 Pre-processing
For each record of the data, there are 14 groups of eye-tracking data
fields, and each group consists of 11 bins. Thus, we have in total
154 features for eye-tracking data, and consider these bin fields
as low-information features. When we apply PCA[13] on these
features in the Pre-processing phase, surprisingly, we notice that
the first principal component is enough to keep 99.56% information.
So we decide to use only one dimension for the PCA feature. Figure
3 shows our method to reduce the dimensions for eye-tracking
features.

5.2 Feature Representation
The text content affects the reading comprehension of experimental
participants. Furthermore, the complexity of questions and their
answer options also contribute to the complexity of the content.
Therefore, before using using BERT[5] to encode text in the text
content (as in the third method, presented in Section 6), we define
some handcrafted features that may provide valuable information
related to the complexity of the text content, as well as of the related
questions and answers. It means that in our second method, we do
not use deep feature to represent both eye movement data and text
data.

For text content we define the following extra attributes:
• The number of words that are actual digit numbers. A digit
number is an integer or a floating number. A content has
many more numbers could be harder to remember and un-
derstand. For example it could relate to a scientific topic;
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'c_score',
'topic_id',
'text_id',
'time_reading',
'total_words',
…

'RAW_X_max-min',
'RAW_X_iqr',
'RAW_X_kurtosis',
'RAW_X_skewness',
'RAW_X_bin_0',
'RAW_X_bin_1',
'RAW_X_bin_2',
'RAW_X_bin_3',
'RAW_X_bin_4',
'RAW_X_bin_5',
'RAW_X_bin_6',
'RAW_X_bin_7',
'RAW_X_bin_8',
'RAW_X_bin_9',
'RAW_X_bin_10',
'RAW_Y_tr_max',
'RAW_Y_tr_min',
…

'RAW_Y_kurtosis',
'RAW_Y_skewness',
'RAW_Y_bin_0',
'RAW_Y_bin_1',
'RAW_Y_bin_2',
'RAW_Y_bin_3',
'RAW_Y_bin_4',
'RAW_Y_bin_5',
'RAW_Y_bin_6',
'RAW_Y_bin_7',
'RAW_Y_bin_8',
'RAW_Y_bin_9',
'RAW_Y_bin_10',
'FIXA_DUR_NORM_tr_max',
'FIXA_DUR_NORM_tr_min',
'FIXA_DUR_NORM_std',
…

14 groups of 
eye-tracking bin features

154-dimension
eye-tracking 
bin feature

.

.

.
PCA

1-dimension
eye-tracking 
bin feature

Figure 3: PCA for dimensionality reduction on eye-tracking
features

• The number of words that are not common English words.
Common English words are defined belong to a set of stop
words of NLTK’s framework 1 and 5000 common words
collected from an internet source; 2. Note that we already
perform WordNet’s lemmatizer [3] for nouns, verbs, adjec-
tives, and adverbs for all words before counting them, as
our common word set does not cover all forms of a word.
This feature can represent the topic’s popularity, as content
with many rare words could belong to a special topic that
not everyone has known. We all know that knowledge and
experience of participants greatly contributes to their ability
to understand the content. Therefore, the lower popularity
of the topic, the larger probability that participants can not
clearly understand the content.

For questions and answers, we propose to calculate the following
extra attributes:

• The total length of all questions, in character level. This fea-
ture could represent the complexity of the question. Because
participants’ comprehension is estimated by answering these
questions correctly, shorter questions could be more straight-
forward.

• The total length of all options, for all questions, in character
level. Similar to the questions, shorter options could be easier
for participants to choose the right one.

• The total length of all answers for all questions, in character
level. The complexity of the correct answer also affects the
question’s difficulty.

Questions and answers should recall the text content, so we assume
they use the same words as the content. That is why we only focus
on their character level rather than counting in word level.

As illustrated in Figure 4, the original remaining eye movement
fields, together with one feature obtained by Principal Component

1https://www.nltk.org/
2https://github.com/mahsu/IndexingExercise/blob/master/5000-words.txt

Text Information

Text 
Content

Questions/
Answers

PCA

Eye Movement Information

Eye-tracking 
Bin Features

Other Original 
Eye Movement 

Fields

- Number of digits
- Number of non-
common words

- Total length of all questions
- Total length of all options
- Total length of all answers

Other Original 
Eye Movement 

Fields

1 dimension 
Eye Tracking 

Feature

Figure 4: Feature representation in our second method.

Analysis, and the five new text content features, are concatenated
in the listed order, for the regression phase to calculate the reading
comprehension score of experimental participants. Note that we
respect the original order of features when reducing. The remaining
Eye Movement features are joined in the same original order, as
eye tracking bin features are removed interleaved them.

5.3 Regression for Reading Comprehension
Score

In this method, we intend to evaluate if the traditional regression
methods can provide good results for the CET sub-task. As we do
not normalize or re-scale eye movement data in the pre-processing
phase but simply apply PCA on eye-tracking bin features, we think
that Random Forest[4] would be an appropriate regression method
as it does not rely on a distance algorithm but a tree based method.

Beside Random Forest, we also conduct experiments with Gra-
dient Boosting[9–11] (with different implementations) and Ad-
aBoost [6, 19]. We use Scikit-Learn 3, XGBoost 4 and LGBM 5

libraries. We also perform AutoML[8] on this pre-processed data
to let the computer choose the best one. Our experiments on our
validation set show that Random Forest method provide the best
result for this method. Therefore, we use the Random Forest to
train the final model for the private test set. The detail information
on evaluating Method 2 is presented in Section 7.2.

6 METHOD 3 - DEEP EMBEDDING AND
AUTOML

If Method 2 only uses traditional techniques and hand-crafted fea-
tures, we intend to explore the application of modern techniques in
Method 3. We use BERT to encode text content and combine this
feature with the eye movement feature to form the feature vector.
We employ AutoML[8] to search for the model configuration that
performs the best accuracy on our data.

6.1 Pre-processing
There are 307 fields in eye movement data. Similar to the pre-
processing step in Method 2 (see Section 5.1), we focus on 14 groups
of eye-tracking bin features, each contains 11 fields. Therefore, we
use only these 154 fields to represent eyemovement data, and ignore

3https://scikit-learn.org/
4https://xgboost.readthedocs.io/
5https://lightgbm.readthedocs.io/
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other fields, such as “mean”, “std”, “skewless”, “argmax”, “argmin”,
“kurtosis”, “min-max”, “iqr”.

Because the data do not have the same range value, we apply
Min-max scaler to normalize values in each field into [0, 1] using
the following formula: 𝑋 =

𝑋−𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑋 )
𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑋 )−𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑋 ) .

6.2 Feature Representation

In this method, we combine two feature vectors into the representa-
tion vector, including the eye movement feature vector and the text
embedding vector, as shown in Figure 5. After the pre-processing
phase, we obtain the eye movement features, each consists of 154
normalized components. For the text embedding vector, we use
BERT to represent a text content into a 768-dim vector.

Text Information

Text 
Content

Questions/
Answers

BERT

Eye Movement Information

Eye-tracking 
Bin Features

Other Original 
Eye Movement 

Fields

Text 
Embedding

Eye-tracking 
Bin Features

Figure 5: Feature representation in our third method.

6.3 AutoML for Reading Comprehension
Prediction

We use AutoML tools from scikit learn to choose the best learning
method for the given data. AutoML[8] uses optimization algorithms,
such as Bayesian Optimization, to assist us in finding the best model
configurations to provide the best results on a specific dataset.

We assume that each person’s behaviors on reading and com-
prehension skills can be different. Thus, we should not combine
all data and use only one learning model to learn the behavior of
many persons. For Method 3, we do not mix all candidates in the
training process. Instead, we split out each candidate to train an
adaptive model that can reflect the personalized characteristic of
that candidate. For the nine candidates in the dataset, we have nine
models.

The detail information on training and evaluating different mod-
els in Method 3 are presented in Section 7.3.

7 EXPERIMENTS

7.1 Experiments with Method 1
For this method, we choose the data of the first seven persons for
training and the remaining for validation.

We train our model step-by-step to figure out the best settings for
Method 1. First, we use ReLU and LeakyReLU for our MLP, and the
accuracy is 0.4797 and 0.4703, respectively. Second, we normalize

our data to be in the range [−1, 1], we use Sigmoid or Tanh activa-
tion functions, but the accuracy is now 0 and 0.1801, respectively.
We realize that we should use a Batchnorm layer after each Linear
layer and before each Activation layer. The results after applying
Batchnorm for the ReLU, Leaky ReLU, Tanh, Sigmoid activation
functions are 0.4473, 0.4885, 0.4804, and 0.5368, respectively. We
then evaluate different optimizers, including Adam, Adagrad, and
SGD. The accuracy corresponding to these optimizers is 0.4676,
0.5368, and 0.5233.

We also consider different numbers of linear blocks with each
block corresponding to block4 in Table 1. We use the best parame-
ters of the previous steps to search for the best number of linear
blocks. We identify the best option is 3 linear blocks, as presented
in Table 1.

7.2 Experiments with Method 2

To train a regressionmodel, we collect all data records from different
participants. The validation set is selected randomly from 30% of
the training data. For Method 2, we train a universal model for all
participants without any information about individuals.

Table 2 reports the result on the same validation set. From our
experiment on our validation set (extracted from the training data
of RCIR dataset), we decide to train the Random Forest model on
the entire training dataset to infer the results for the official test
set.

Table 2: Evaluation on the validation set with different re-
gression methods

Method Result
Scikit-Learn’s Linear Regression 0.52228
XGBoost 0.62309
Scikit-Learn’s AdaBoost (Decision Tree) 0.63222
Scikit-Learn’s Gradient Boosting 0.64639
AutoML 0.64888
LGBM 0.66355
Scikit-Learn’s Random Forest 0.69801

7.3 Experiments with Method 3

For Method 3, we also train our candidate models with 70% of
training data, and use 30% of training data for validation. We also
consider the training strategy similar to Method 2. It means that
we train a universal model that can be used to predict reading com-
prehension for all persons. However, through our experiments on
the validation set (extracted from the training set of RCIR dataset),
we notice that a personalized model can provide better results than
a universal model. Therefore, we decide to train different models
for each reader.

We also try to use PCA to reduce the number of dimensions
for eye movement features, or the combination of eye movement
and BERT features. However, the obtained results on the validation
set is not promising. Therefore, we come to the solution with the
specific settings as presented in Section 6.
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7.4 Evaluation on Official Test Set
In the previous three sub-sections, we present our step-by-step ex-
periments locally with the validation set extracted from the training
set of the RCIR dataset. We choose the most promising configura-
tions for each of our proposed methods from the experiments to
train the models on the whole training set. Then we use our best
models of the three methods to predict the results for the test set
of the RCIR dataset in the CET sub-task.

Table 3 shows the results (Spearmans correlation coefficient)
of our three methods on the test set of RCIR dataset for the CET
sub-task. Based on the evaluation on the test set of RCIR task, the
Spearmans correlation coefficient of our proposed methods 1, 2,
and 3 are 0.4024, 0.49182, and 0.50846 respectively.

It is obvious that using only eye movement information (as in
Method 1) cannot provide the results as good as combining both
eye movement and text information (as in Methods 1 and 2). When
we utilize text information, the results can be boosted significantly
from 0.4024 to 0.49182 and 0.50846. Besides, in Method 2, we only
extract some extra hand-crafted attributes from text information,
and the result of Method 2 is slightly lower than that of Method 3,
which employs BERT to encode the whole text into feature vectors.

Table 3: Results on official test set

Method Result
Method 1 0.40242
Method 2 0.49182
Method 3 0.50846

8 CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents three methods to solve the Comprehension-
evaluation Task (CET) in the Reading Comprehension in Informa-
tion Retrieval (RCIR) challenge in NTCIR-16.

In our methods, we use different data pre-processing and feature
engineering techniques. We use only eye movement data in our
first method, while we use both eye movement and text information
for the other two methods. Experiments on the test set of the RCIR
dataset show that utilizing both information can provide better
results in evaluating reading comprehension for readers. We use
BERT to encode text information. We also define several helpful
attributes related to the complexity of text documents and questions
and answers to provide more information for our models.

We use Multilayer Perceptron, Random Forest, and AutoML to
estimate the reading comprehension of readers. Our best solution
achieves the Spearmans correlation coefficient of 0.50846 in the
official test set of the CET sub-task in RCIR challenge 2022.

As the RCIR task is a new and interesting one, we aim to study
different techniques further to boost the results for text comprehen-
sion evaluation by taking advantage of helpful information from
eye-tracking systems.
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